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A&R FACTORY REVIEW OF “DELTA” 

https://www.anrfactory.com/north-west-englands-nthn-brings-us-hauntingly-beautiful-album-delta/  

I love how honest this album is. NTHN has brought us an important message and the hope is that other 

men reach out if they are feeling down. The only way to feel better is to reach out to those close to you as 

another soul is so important to your heart right now. 

‘Delta‘ is such a terrific release and helps with its soothing energy and top production. This is a top release 

that must be heard by young and old. 

 

 

INDIE BUDDIE REVIEW OF “DELTA” 

https://www.indiebuddie.com/nthn-delta-album/  

NTHN’s tender songwriting and ability to compose smooth melodies blended with airy electronics and 

ethereal soundscapes creates a well crafted, engaging listening experience. 

 

https://www.anrfactory.com/north-west-englands-nthn-brings-us-hauntingly-beautiful-album-delta/
https://www.indiebuddie.com/nthn-delta-album/


 

THERECLUSIVEBLOGGER FEATURE OF “POST (LAST CONVERSATION)” 

https://thereclusiveblogger.com/2020/07/27/hear-this-now-the-music-soundcheck-edition-4/  

An underground Ambient and Experimental artist who upon a breakup decided to document with a song. 

NTHN often seizes upon personal moments and experiences turning them into art. This latest track is part 

Avant-Garde spoken word rap, part Alternative R&B confessional. ‘Post (Last Conversation)’ is short but 

packs a punch emotionally. 

 

 

QUEEN CITY SOUNDS AND ART REVIEW OF “ABOUT HER” 

https://queencitysoundsandart.wordpress.com/2020/04/20/nthn-evokes-the-transformative-nature-of-a-

deep-bond-of-love-and-understanding-on-about-her/  

Songs about devoted love can be overblown with purple prose and hackneyed premises in the pop world 

but NTHN brings an insight to a powerful connection that seems pretty rare in relationships in “About Her.” 

 

https://thereclusiveblogger.com/2020/07/27/hear-this-now-the-music-soundcheck-edition-4/
https://queencitysoundsandart.wordpress.com/2020/04/20/nthn-evokes-the-transformative-nature-of-a-deep-bond-of-love-and-understanding-on-about-her/
https://queencitysoundsandart.wordpress.com/2020/04/20/nthn-evokes-the-transformative-nature-of-a-deep-bond-of-love-and-understanding-on-about-her/


 

BUZZMUSIC 2019 YEARLY OVERVIEW + INTERVIEW 

https://www.buzz-music.com/post/nthn-s-2019-year-an-overview-of-the-uk-singer-s-versatile-sound  

NTHN's music is undoubtedly an experience to undergo as any listener. He offers up the most versatile 

tracklist we've seen from any artist this 2019. We're genuinely looking forward to what we hear next from 

NTHN, as his sound will always carry a special place in our music-loving hearts. 

 

 

BUZZMUSIC REVIEW OF “THE FORECAST WARNED OF A STORM” 

https://www.buzz-music.com/post/hypnotizing-vocals-and-ambient-vibes-from-nthn-in-new-single-the-

forecast-warned-of-a-storm  

UK based singer/songwriter NTHN is launching into the music industry with an incredibly unique sound. His 

interest in metal, hard rock, and hip-hop has fused together to create a dark and ambient sound. 

 

https://www.buzz-music.com/post/nthn-s-2019-year-an-overview-of-the-uk-singer-s-versatile-sound
https://www.buzz-music.com/post/hypnotizing-vocals-and-ambient-vibes-from-nthn-in-new-single-the-forecast-warned-of-a-storm
https://www.buzz-music.com/post/hypnotizing-vocals-and-ambient-vibes-from-nthn-in-new-single-the-forecast-warned-of-a-storm

